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Now it's Eau Claire that is being hit with toxins in its drinking water that State Republican legislators refuse to confront, notes Political Environment blogger James Rowen. He points to the ...
State Debate: Racine's Deer District, Eau Claire's bad water, police body cams occupy today's commentary
Despite a pandemic-driven salary cut, Hilton Worldwide's CEO’s compensation package more than doubled to $55.9 million in 2020.
Some CEOs took a pay cut in 2020. Yet they wound up earning more
TORONTO, ON / ACCESSWIRE / July 15, 2021 / Intellipharmaceutics International Inc. (OTCQB:IPCIF)(TSX:IPCI) (“Intellipharmaceutics” or the “Company”), a pharmaceutical company specializing in the ...
Intellipharmaceutics Announces Second Quarter 2021 Results
The last trains of the day leave North or South Station at or about 11:00 PM, early by New York City (NJ Transit ... Its eight “core insights” deal with child care, business travel (by airline), ...
Massachusetts Studies Post-COVID Work and Travel
Gov. Roy Cooper this year said his administration was exploring the development of a vaccine passport for residents.
N.C. has a state-certified COVID-19 vaccination card. What’s that mean?
Employees returning to the workplace also face resuming the daily commute. But experts interviewed said commuting has benefits.
Jersey loves to complain about commuting. But here’s why we secretly miss it.
For the first time this century, Military Times has recognized the University of Denver for its services to veterans on campus. According to the publication, DU qualifies as one of the “Best for Vets” ...
University of Denver Recognized for Services to Veterans
Pandemic and energy transition usher in new needs for expertise as reality finally sets in on the globe's ecological fragility.
2021 Top 200 Environmental Firms: Market is Whirlwind of Change
As British American Tobacco Plc plans to expand the global reach of its heat-not-burn traditional cigarette glo, a recent medical research report finds a prominent reduced-risk role for the products.
BAT-sponsored study claims reduced-risk role for heat-not-burn traditional cigarettes
Under the order, Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission antitrust enforcement efforts will focus on labor markets, agricultural markets, healthcare markets (including prescription drugs, ...
‘Big Is Bad’: Unpacking Biden’s Economic Executive Order
Corvain Cooper is working to help free others who are still behind bars for marijuana convictions. And he’s fighting to find a place in the licensed cannabis sector for himself and others ...
What’s life like after life for weed? Six months after clemency, California man fights for place in legal industry
HEXO Corp (“HEXO” or the “Company”) (TSX: HEXO; NYSE: HEXO) is pleased to announce, that in connection with its previously announced acquisition of the entities operating the business of Redecan, it ...
HEXO provides update on Redecan acquisition
Anyone on social media has probably seen advertisements for “nutrition clubs,” featuring colorful “loaded teas” or meal replacement shakes with cookie crumbles, cereal or sprinkles. They look ...
Experts criticize Herbalife’s colorful and cereal-laden drinks, nutrition clubs
Notes from the city about Brown’s application ... The industrial corridor is often subject to car break-ins and other crimes, said one business owner who wished to remain anonymous.
Vallejo’s first legal cannabis cultivation site faces opposition
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Pandit pursued studies in engineering at the University of New Mexico and at Carnegie-Mellon in Pennsylvania, the website notes. Throughout their married life, Pandit and Sudha traveled the globe and ...
Virginia Entrepreneurs Infusing Indian American Roots in Their Narmada Winery Experience
TORONTO--(BUSINESS ... On January 11, 2021 Cybin announced that it would be partnering with Kernel to leverage Kernel’s proprietary Kernel Flow device for psychedelic-based studies and clinical ...
Cybin Announces Sponsorship of a Kernel Flow Feasibility Study to Measure Ketamine’s Psychedelic Effects on Cerebral Cortex Hemodynamics
Those are the findings of two separate studies released this week ... Houston apartments under construction are on average 11 square feet bigger than their five-year average of 923 square feet.
Apartments getting bigger in McKinney, smaller in Dallas, better in Plano, studies say
Financial experts say executives at hundreds of publicly traded companies voluntarily lowered their own base salaries, but it did little to save their companies' money or boost employee salaries.
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